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Criteria For Judging
 

Class 9 Architectural Models
 

Judges should use this score sheet as a reference for judging 4-H Exhibits in this class. This sheet should 

be completed by judges, folded, and attached to all exhibits that are awarded a white or green 

(participation) ribbon 

BLUE RED WHITE Comments 
Collection is neatly preserved in an 
appropriate container. 
Collections are neatly labeled with 
appropriate names/dates/ect. 

Appropriate method of collection/ 
preservation used. 

Appropriate method of display. 

Model meets project size based on age 
group. 

Model is displayed properly. 

Senior leve\- creativity used when 
constructing model. 

Other . 

Class 9: Architectural Models 

A: Architectural Models: The Architectural Models project is designed to allow 
members to create 3 - dimensional models. These models should be constructed using blocks 
or similar pieces (Le. Legos",). 

i.	 Projects constructed using blocks or similar pieces (Le. legos). 
Kits may be used for the Junior and Intermediate levels only. 
Please read and study the project level requirements below. 

ii.	 Each year a different and more advanced architectural model should be 
chosen to show progress over the year before. 

iii. Members are limited to one (l) exhibit per year. Members will exhibit 
based on the divisions listed below. 



JUNIOR - Ages 8-10 

C0nstruct items using up to 1,500 pieces or blocks. Kits are permitted. Motors are not 
permitted in this level. Item must be displayed on a board of at least 1/4" thickness. Board may 
be finished and a "theme" may be used. The project size must not exceed 24 X 24 X 24 inches. 
If a cover is used, it must be removable and the overall project size including cover must not 
exceed the size limitations. 

INTERMEDIATE - Ages 11-13 

Construct an item or scene using unlimited pieces or blocks. Kits and motors are permitted. 
Item must be displayed on a board of at least 1/4" thickness and a "theme" may be used. The 
project size must not exceed 30 X 36 X 36 inches. If a cover is used, it must be removable and 
the overall project size including the cover must not exceed the size limitations. 

SENIOR - Ages 14-18 
Construct an item or scene using unlimited number of pieces or blocks. Kits are not allowed but 
motors are permitted. Item must e displayed on a board of at least 1/4" thickness and a 
"theme" may be used. The project size must not exceed 30 X 48 X 48 inches. If a cover is used, 
it must be removable and the overall project size including the cover must not exceed the size 
limitations. 


